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Two theorems are proved for the spherically symmetric solutions of the 
“bistable” reaction-diffusion equation 
u, = A,u +S(uX 
wheref is cubic-like and x E IR”. The first theorem says that, for a suitable class of 
initial data, there are only two types of asymptotic behavior, u(x, t) tends to an 
equilibrium solution as t+ +co or u(x, t) + 1 uniformly on compact sets. The 
second theorem says that in the latter case, if the solution is followed out along any 
ray, it approaches, in shape, the one-dimensional travelling wave. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the reaction-diffusion equation 
u, = d,u +j-(24) (1.1) 
where u E IR and x E IR”.$ R + R, which is assumed smooth, has the cubic- 
like form depicted in Fig. 1. Specifically it has three zeros: 0, a and 
l,f’(O) < O,f’(l) < 0 and j:f(z~) du > 0. 
An initial value problem is naturally associated with (l.l), and a solution 
U(X, t), for t > 0, should be determined by an initial condition of the form 
u(x, 0) = u(x). (1.2) 
It should be noted that we are specifically interested in the case when the 
spatial domain is all of R”. The case of a bounded domain involves a 
different set of questions (see, for instant, [Auchmuty, 31). 
This equation lives under a variety of names; one of the most appropriate 
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FIG. 1. Graph of y =J(u). 
mathematically is the “B&able Equation.” It is so named because the 
constant states 0 and 1 are both stable in the supremum norm. 
This paper is concerned with the behaviour of (1.1) in space dimensions 
higher than 1. If the space dimension is 1, a very complete picture is 
available. There is a travelling wave solution, which is stable in the 
supremum norm and whose domain of stability is well described (see [Fife 
and MacLeod, 61 and [Fife, 51). A travelling wave is a solution of (l.l), 
with n = 1, which has the special form u(x, t) = u(x - ct), for some number 
c. In this case there is a travelling wave with c > 0, which satisfies the 
boundary conditions u(--co) = 1 and u(+co) = 0. Part of Fife and McLeod’s 
theorem is that any initial condition u(x), which satisfies u(--co) > CI and 
u(+co) < a, gives a solution that approaches te travelling wave in the sup- 
norm. Apart from the travelling wave, there are other possible types of 
asymptotic behaviour; Fife [5] gives the most complete description. For 
instance, there are also diverging fronts where a wave goes off in each 
direction. Some solutions with compact support die out, while others 
approach this pair of diverging fronts. This is a threshold effect whose 
analogue in higher space dimensions will particularly concern us. But the 
structure from the one-dimensional case that we will actually use is that 
related to the travelling wave. It should be mentioned that this example of a 
scalar equation, with cubic-like nonlinearity, is perhaps significant because 
of this extensive knowledge we have of the one-dimensional case. 
For higher space dimensions, there is the work of Aronson and Wein- 
berger [2]. Their results cover a number of cases. For (1.1) they show that 
there is again a threshold effect, in the sense that some initial data render 
solutions that die out, while others render solutions that propagate, which 
means they tend to 1 uniformly on compact sets. The force of this is that in 
both cases the initial data can be taken to be of compact support. Contained 
in their results is a partial description of each set of initial data in terms of 
some comparison functions. They also show that the solutions that propagate 
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have an asymptotic speed, that is, when followed out faster than a certain 
critical speed they tend to zero, while followed out slower than that speed 
they tend to 1. 
We prove two theorems here. The first is a complete description of the 
possibilities for spherically symmetric initial data that are nonincreasing in 
the radial variable. This theorem gives a theoretical criterion for whether a 
given initial function will lead to propagation or decay. Another way of 
making the same statement is to say that it gives the optimal comparison 
functions for the propagation/decay effect. The second theorem gives a finer 
description of the asymptotic behaviour of propagating solutions. 
If the initial data of a solution u(x, t) are spherically symmetric with 
respect o some origin, then the solution will also have this property for all 
t 2 0. Such a solution must therefore satisfy 
n-1 
u, = u,, + -u, +f@h r (l-3) 
where r is the radial variable. 
If r is very large, Eq. (1.3) looks like (1. l), with n set equal to 1, which 
suggests that the structure of their solutions might be related. The 
classification of spherically symmetric data with nonincreasing profile, as 
described above, will be deduced from passing global structure from 
Eq. (l.l), with n= 1, to (1.3), with n > 1. 
To achieve this we take a dynamical systems point of view. For each n, 
the solutions of Eq. (1.1) can be thought of as generating a semiflow on 
some subset of C(iR”, R). For the case )2 = 1, we shall refer to this as the 
“one-dimensional f ow,” and when restricting attention to the solutions of 
(1.3), as the “spherical flow.” To prove the first theorem, we find an 
attractor associated to the travelling wave in the one-dimensional f ow and 
perturb it to the spherical flow. Deciphering the information contained in this 
attractor gives the theorem. 
Suppose we now take a solution of (1.3) (the spherical flow) and follow it 
out along any ray, moving at a certain speed. For the same geometric reason 
as above, one would expect to approach, asymptotically, a solution of the 
one-dimensional f ow. So the limit set of the solution carries this flow. By 
doing this at various speeds one can conclude that a spherical solution that 
propagates actually approaches the one-dimensional travelling wave, at least 
in shape. This is the content of Theorem 2, which generalises the asymptotic 
speed result of Aronson and Weinberger. 
We state the theorems more precisely. Consider the following subset of 
W”, R), 
B = (U = U(T): 0 Q u(r) Q 1, u(r) nonincreasing, u(+co) < a}, 
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and let u(r, t) be the solution of (1.3) that satisfies u(r, 0) = u(r). As already 
mentioned, the first theorem gives a decomposition of B. 
THEOREM 1. B = VU U” U U’, where 
(a) u(r) E Vo implies lim I] u(r, t)ll, = 0 US t + +oo, 
(b) u(r) E U’ implies lim u(r, t) = 1 as t + +co uniformly on compact 
sets, 
(c) u(r) E V implies there is a v(r) which satisfies the elliptic equation 
n-1 
VW + - v, +f(v) = 0, r v(+co)=O, (l-4) 
and lim Ilu(r, t) - v(r)lla, = 0 as t + +co. Furthermore, each of these is 
nonempty and Vo, U’ are open. 
Remarks. (1) The solutions of the equation that are in V, i.e., that tend 
to a nontrivial equilibrium, supply comparison functions for the 
propagation/decay efect. Any solution above one of these propagates and 
any solution below decays. 
(2) In [Jones, 81, it is shown that, under further conditions on f(u), 
there is a unique bonded solution to (1.4). Moreover, the equation linearized 
around this solution has a unique nonnegative igenvalue which is actually 
positive. It follows (see [Henry, 71) that this solution has a one-dimensional 
unstable manifold. This is a significant result that has a few different inter- 
pretations. By Theorem 1, there is a codimension one set (the stable manifold 
of this equilibrium) which separates U” and U’, the decay and propagation 
regimes. Also it implies that there is a unique solution which is defined for 
all time, positive and negative, that remains in U, (similarly for U”). In 
Fife’s [4] terminology, this would be the unique permanent solution in these 
asymptotic states. 
In the second theorem, we give the asymptotic behaviour of solutions that 
propagate. Let u,(x, t) be the travelling wave solution of (l.l), when n = 1, 
and let C? be its speed, so we write u,(x, t) = U, (x - Pf). 
THEOREM 2. If u(r) E U’ (see Theorem l), then there is a g(t) = o(t) 
such that 
lim II4t + Ft + g(t), t) - u,(t)llm =0 as t-++W, 
where the the supremum is taken over r + Et + g(t) > 0. 
Remarks. (1) Theorem 2 says that the relevant solution takes, 
asymptotically, the shape of the one-dimensional travelling wave. 
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(2) As mentioned earlier, the theorems are proved by using the 
knowledge we have of the one-dimensional f ow and (via a perturbation 
technique) seeing what this forces on the higher-dimensional f ow. It is 
possible that some of the techniques used in the one-dimensional analysis 
could be adapted to the higher-dimensional case and the above results proved 
directly, although it would be a nontrivial task to check this out. However, 
the main point of this work was to not do that: the proofs of the theorems do 
not so much show what structure the cases share as what structure the one- 
dimensional case forces on the higher-dimensional cases. To explain further, 
the proofs use very little intrinsic knowledge of the higher-dimensional flows, 
other than that they have a fundamental geometric relationship with the one- 
dimensional flow, namely, solutions a long way out look one-dimensional. So 
the same theorems howing up in all dimensions is not so much a reflection 
of the fact that the same techniques apply as it is that the higher-dimensional 
cases all relate to the one-dimensional flow in the same way. 
This may be an important fact as far as applications to other problems are 
concerned. In a given problem the techniques used are usually very 
restricted. For instance, the maximum principle can only be applied to 
certain very special systems. But the techniques used here may yield results, 
in a wide variety of problems, that are of the form: if the one-dimensional 
flow has certain properties, then the higher-dimensional f ow has certain 
other properties. This would be independent of whether the techniques were 
available to prove the one-dimensional result, or even if they were, whether 
they were applicable to the higher-dimensional case or not. The only block to 
proving a general theorem at this stage is that the kind of structure one 
should assume in one dimension is not well enough understood. 
In Section 2 we present all the dynamical systems notions that are needed. 
In Section 3 the lemmas about the one-dimensional case are proved and, 
finally, in Section 4 thr proofs of the theorems are completed. 
2. DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK 
We begin by establishing some notation. Let C(R”, R) = C denote the 
space of bounded continuous functions U: R” + R endowed with the 
supremum norm. It is well known that the solutions of (1.1) generate a local 
semiflow on C. This is a function S defined on a subset of C x [0, co), with 
values in C, given by S(U(X), t) = U(X, t), where U(X, t) satisfies (l.l)-(1.2), 
i.e., it gives the solution after time t with the prescribed initial data. It being 
a local semiflow means the following: (1) S(S(u(x), s), t) = S(u(x), r + t); 
(2) S is continuous on its domain; (3) for each u E C there is an s, so that 
{u} X [0, s) is in the domain of S; (4) its domain is an open subset of 
cx [O, 00). 
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Consider the following set Mc C(R”, R): 
M= {UE C:O~u(x)< 1 VXE R”}. 
Using the fact that u = 0 and u = 1 are solutions of (l.l), it follows from the 
maximum principle that u(x) E M implies u(x, t) E M, for every I > 0. This 
is sufficient o guarantee that S is a global semiflow, that is, its domain is all 
of M x [0, 00). We shall use the notation A . t for S(A, t). 
Some basic definitions will be needed. A set D c M is called invariant if 
D e r = D for all r > 0 and a positively invariant if D . r c D for all r > 0. 
We shall pass certain structure between different invariant subflows of S. 
However, these subflows are not close in the sup-norm topology, but they are 
in the compact-open topology. The first step, then, is to show that S induces 
a global semiflow on M when it is endowed with the compact-open topology. 
Henceforth we shall assume M carries this topology. If G = (G,}: , is a 
sequence of compact subsets of R”, so that R” = Uz, Gi, then the quantity 
is a metric on M. To prove continuity on M, we shall find a G with the 
property that, for 0 < t < T, there is an estimate of the form 
4&4x, 4,4x, 4) < C(T, N) d&(x), u(x)) + S(T, N), (2.1) 
with N a positive integer and 
6(T, N) -+ 0 as N-co, 
C(T, N) --f co as N-co, 
(2.2) 
for each fixed T. 
Since S is continuous with respect o time in the sup-norm topology, this 
also holds in the compact-open topology, therefore, with (2.1) holding 
uniformly in I < T, it is not hard to check that continuity of S on M x R + 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. S: M x R + + A4 is continuous in the compact-open 
topology. 
ProoJ As remarked above, we need only prove (2.1)-(2.2). Let K(x, t) 
be the heat kernel, i.e., 
K(x, t) = (4at)-“I2 exp[-]x]‘/4t], 
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then the solution of (1.1) can be represented by the formula 
Let A c B both be compact sets, then, with the notation jg(x)lA = 
sup,,,, Ig(x)l, it follows from (2.3) that 
14~ 4 - u(x, t)lA < I u(x) - u(x)le + CA% B, 4 
+ I,’ (k 1 u(x, s) - u(x, s)le + @(A, B, t - s)) ds. (2.4) 
Where C > sup{)u(x)l: U(X) E M}, k > sup(f’(u): 0 < u < 1) and 
~(4 By 6 = j lK(x -Y, t)lp, dye 
EC 
Now let (Gi} be concentric balls of radius Ri. If G(N) denotes the 
sequence of sets {Gi+N}Eo then 
d,&u, v) < 2Nd,(u, ~1. (2.5) 
Replacing A = Gi, B = Gi+N in (2.4) and summing over i, 
d,(u(X, t)v u(X, t)) < 2"dG(u(X), u(X)) + ~(1 + T)C (1/2’)p(G,v Gi+Nv T> 
i 
+ k2” 1’ d&(x, s), u(x, s)) ds, 
JO 
(2.6) 
where (2.5) and the fact that p(A, B, t) is increasing in t have been used. An 
application of Gronwall’s Inequality turns (2.6) into 
d&(x, 0, u(x, t)) < 2”ek’“d,(u(x), u(x)) 
+ ~(1 + 7’) ek2Nr 2 (1/2’)p(Gi, G,+N, r). (2.7) 
In the notation of (2. l), we set c( 7’, N) = 2Nek2NT and 
&“, N) = c(1 + T) ek2NT x(l/2’)p(Gi, Gi+N, 7). 
i 
With he choice of Ri = Cjzo 3/, one can check that (2.2) are satisfied. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
The compact-open topology is useful for another reason, which is that it 
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has a certain compactness property. From standard derivative estimates, the 
semiflow S on M has the property that Ma [7, co) is precompact for all 
7 > 0. The estimates are of the form 
sup I vu@, 01 Q k ,s;g I u(x, t)l, xek? 
t>r t>o 
(2.8) 
where k depends on 7; see, for instance, [Jones, 71, or as an application of 
Schauder estimates, [Fife, 41. The precompactness of M . [7, co) then follows 
from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. A semiflow with this property shall be 
called compact. 
We shall construct a space that provides the framrwork for passing infor- 
mation between the “one-dimensional f ow” and the “spherical flow.” This 
space will be a subset of M x [0, 1 ] and we shall call it A. A will be 
described by its fibers, A, =A nM x (A}. In other words, when each A, is 
given, A can be reconstructed as A = UoGn, 1 A,. A inherits its topology 
from the product topology on M x [0, 11. We shall describe A in the two 
cases: (1) il = 1 and (2) 1 < 1. Noting that A, c M x (A): 
(1) (u, 1) E A, if u depends only on x, (i.e., not x2 ,..., xn) and is . . nonincreasmg m x, ; 
(2) (a, A) E A,@ < 1) if u is spherically symmetric with respect o an 
origin at (--A/( 1 - A), O,..., 0) and is nonincreasing in the associated radial 
variable. 
The picture one should have of this space is the following: A, consists of 
functions of one variable and the functions in A, are spherically symmetric 
with respect o some origin. This origin always lies on the x1 axis and moves 
out to ---cl) along this axis as A -+ 1. Roughly speaking, on a fixed compact 
set in x-space, the functions in A, look progressively more like functions just 
of x, (i.e., elements of A,) as 1 + 1. A is therefore just a mathematical object 
in which one can systematically exploit the fact that a long way out 
spherically symmetric functions look like functions of a single variable. 
It is not hard to check that A is a closed subset of M x [0, 1 ] with the 
subspace topology. The standing semiflow on M, derived from Eq. (l.l), can 
be extended to M X [0, 1 ] by leaving the second co-ordinate fixed. Since 
solutions of (1.1) preserve such properties as spherical symmetry and 
independence of any of the spatial variables, A is easily seen to be positively 
invariant. We think, then, of A as carrying this semiflow. Since A is closed 
as a subset of M x [0, 11, this semiflow is compact, call it S. 
The semiflow restricted to A, is what we have called the “one-dimensional 
flow.” Each of the A,, with 1 < 1, only differ in the location of the origin 
and the semiflow restricted to any one of them is essentially the “spherical 
flow.” We shall pass information from the flow on A, to that on A, with 
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A < 1, i.e., from the “one-dimensional f ow” to the “spherical flow.” Notice 
that we only have to make conclusions about A, with 3, close to 1, as we are 
then already in the world of spherically symmetric functions. The argument 
is thus more of a perturbation than a homotopy. 
Consider the abstract situation of a compact semiflow on a space X, given 
B c X the w-limit set of B, denoted by w(B), is the set n,,, cl(B . [t, co)). 
For a compact semiflow, the o-limit set of any subset is compact and 
invariant. An isolated invariant set is a compact invariant set that is the 
maximal invariant set in the interior of some neighbourhood of itself. The 
relevant neighbouhoods are called, respectively, isolating and attracting 
neighbourhoods, where a neighbourhood is always taken to be a closed set. 
The isolated invariant set in an isolating neighbourhood N is denoted Z(N). 
Given B cX, the set B” is defined by B” = (x E B: x . 10, co) c B}. If N is 
an isolating neighbourhood it is not hard to show that Z(N) = o(N’). These 
are the definitions from dynamical systems we shall need. 
Proposition 2.2 captures the perturbation; it says that if we have an 
isolating (or attracting) neighbourhood in A,, then a related neighbourhood 
in A,, with A < 1 and close to 1, is also an isolating (or attracting) 
neighbourhood. We ned a definition that says what related neighbourhoods 
can be used. “intg” means the interior in the topology of the space B. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let N, be a closed subset of A, and N a closed subset 
of M x (0, 11. We say that N is an extension of N, if N, = N f7 A i and the 
following is satisfied: 
int,,(NnA,)cint,(NnA). 




Then If N is an extension of N,, we say that N, extends N, to A,. It may 
seem that there are not enough restrictions on N, but (2.9) says that N 
cannot be too thin relative to N, away from, but near to, A,. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zf N, is an isolating (attracting) neighbourhood in A, 
and Nl extends N, to A,, then NA is an isolating (attracting) neighbourhood 
in A, if 1 is su&‘kiently close to 1. 
Proof. Let N, be an isolating neighbourhood in A,. We shall show that 
there is an interval [a, 1 ] so that 
w(Nz n {M x [a, l]}) c int,(N,). (2.10) 
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Suppose this were not true, then there would be a sequence of intervals 
[(T,, 11, with on -+ 1, for which 
w(N$n {MX [on, l]})n [int,(N,)]cfO 
(B’ is the complement of B). Picking a sequence {y,) from these sets and 
passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we have y, +y E A 1. Clearly 
y E [int, (NA)]’ and since N is an extension of N, we can use (2.9), we have 
y E [int,,(Nn A,)]‘. Also y E w(p,) c x and since o(I$) is invariant, 
y . (-T) E h$ for all T > 0. By the positive invariance of each A,, 
y . (-T) E N, for all T > 0 and so y E w(g), this contradicts the 
hypothesis that N, is an isolating neighbourhood in A,, therefore (2.10) 
holds. From (2.10) it follows that for L close to 1, o(N’$ c int,(N,). Since it 
is always true that 
int,(N,) n A, c intAL(N, n A,), 
we have that w(M,) c int,(N,) n A, c int,>(NJ and so ZVi is an isolating 
neighbourhood. 
To prove the proposition for attracting neighbourhoods we use the charac- 
terization that B, a closed set, is an attracting neighborhood if and only if 
there is an a > 0 and b > 2a such that cl(B . [a,b]) c int(B). So we may 
assume that cl(N, . [a, b]) c inta,(iV,), with b > 2~2. We shall prove that, for 
some u < 1, the following holds: 
cl((N, n {M x [a, 11)) . [2a, 2b]) c int,(N,). (2.11) 
By using the same argument as before an the fact that 26 > 2a, one can 
conclude from (2.11) that NA is an attracting neighbourhood for A close to 1. 
Notice that we need no specify the space in which the closure is intended, as 
all subspaces of M x [0, I] being considered are closed. 
To prove (2.1 l), if it were false for every r~ < 1, we could find a sequence 
u,, -+ 1 and yn in cl((N, n {Mx [u,, 11)) + [2a, 2b]), yet not in int,(N,). 
Since the set (NA n {M x [(T, 1 ] }) . [2a, 2b] is precompact we may assume, 
passing to a subsequence if necessary, that Y,, +y. Clearly y E A I and 
y 6L intA,(N,). For each it, there is a sequence Ix,,,} c NA n {M x [un, I]} 
and {tn,J c [2a, 2b] for which x,,~ . tn,k+~n as k-t +co. We can extract a 
sequence x, . t, -+y with x, E NA n {M x [un, l]} and {tn} c [2a, 2b]. The 
sequence {xn . a} is contained in the set (IVA n {M X [a,, l]}) . a, which is 
compact, and so we can find a convergent subsequence, abusing notation we 
have x,. a -+ x. Similarly with the sequence {t,} we have t, - a + t and 
t E [a, 2b - a]. By continuity it follows that x . t = y, but x E N, . a and so 
x E N, and x . t E int,,(iV,), but y 6? intA,(N,), which is contradiction, this 
completes the proof. 
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In view of Proposition 2.2, it is important to see when a set N, c A 1 
admits an extension to N c A4 x [0, 1 ] and how to construct it. The answer 
is always to do the obvious thing, but we first give some formal con- 
siderations. 
Given N, c A,, suppose there is a K c M x { 1 }, with the following two 
properties: (a) N, =KnA and (b) int,,(N,)=int,,,,,(K)nA,. With 
i: M+M x { 1) as the obvious map, we can take N to be i-‘(K) X [0, I]. 
From properties (a) and (b) one can check that N is an extension of N,. 
The set N, will always be given by certain estimates, and if K is given by 
the same estimates, (a) and (b) are automatically satisfied. So by taking NA 
as the natural extension of N, to A,, we can automatically aply 
Proposition 2.2, and this is how it wil be used. 
To prove Theorem 2 we shall use a family of semiflows on A, which 
includes S. These can be put together to make a “big” semiflow on 
A x [0, co). Firstly, define a translation map on A, 
by the formula (recall A c M x (0, 11) 
T(b, u(x I,..., xn), A) = @(xl + b, xl,..., x,), A’), 
where 
b + (A/l -A) 
“= l+b+(A/l-A)’ 
(2.12) 
If U(X, ,..., x,) E A,, then u(x, + b, x2 ,..,, x,J E: A,,. Since translation is 
continuous on A4 and A’ is a continuous function of A and b, T is continuous. 
Intuitively T translates functions in the xi direction and moves them over to 
the appropriate fiber. Notice that A, is invariant under T. 
For c E [0, co), we use T to define a semiflow H,(t) on A. Let 
(u(x), A) E A, define 
H,(t)(u(x), A) = T(ct, s(t) u(x), A). 
If c > 0, H,(t) pushes all of A onto A i as t + +co, intuitively it pushes the 
origin out to -co. Consequently the asymptotic analysis for this semiflow 
will depend on its behavior in A,. H,(t) gives the evolution of the equation, 
viewed while moving out in a radial direction with speed c. 
Now define H(t) on A x [0, a~) by 
W)((u, 11, c) = (H,(O(u, A), c). 
It is clear that H defines a semiflow on A x [0, co) that contains H,(t) by 
restricting to A x {c). 
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The remainder of this section will be concerned with the semiflow Z-Z(t) 
restricted to the space A=A x [k,, k2], where 0 < k, < k, < +co. With an 
abuse of notation we shall refer to this restricted flow as H(t). Some notation 
wil be useful, set 
A, =A, x [k,, k2]. 
It follows from an earlier remark that the asymptotic behaviour for H(t) is 
contained in ,&. We would therefore xpect an attractor in A, to actually be 
an attractor in x. This is the content of Proposition 2.3, but first we need to 
generalize Definition 2.1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let “, be a closed subset of 1, and N a closed subset 
of A4 x [0, 1 ] x [k, , k,], N is an extension of #, if 
intz,(N,) c int#n 2). (2.13) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If N, is an attracting neighbourhood in A, and & is 
an extension of NL, then fla is an attracting neighbourhood in A for L close 
to 1. Further, o(N,) = CO@‘). 
Proof: The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 2.2: using 
the observation that if c > 0, 1 increases under the action of H,(t). 
Remarks. (1) If N is an extension of K1 in the sense of Definition 2.1, 
then ~=Nx [k,,k,] is an extension of N, = N, x [k,, k2] in the above 
sense. So the remarks on this topic after Proposition 2.2 generalize in the 
obvious way to the situation here. 
(2) Proposition 2.2 will be applied in Section 4 to prove Theorem 2, 
we shall use various different values of k, and k,, including some in which 
k, = k,. 
In the next section the behaviour or H,(t), restricted to A,, is analyzed. 
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3. LEMMAS FOR THE ONE-SPACE DIMENSION CASE 
In this section we collect an prove the one-dimension results that will be 
plugged into Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 to give the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2. 
It is most convenient o do this simultaneously for all the semiflows that are 
needed. These are the semiflows H,(t), where c E [o, c*] some c* > F. 
We restrict H,(t) to A,. Since elements of A, can be viewed as functions 
of x, alone, this semiflow is that associated to the equation 
where r = x, - ct. 
Since A, carries the compact-open topology, the travelling wave and all it 
translates becomes a compact curve in A,, with 0 and 1 as limit points (see 
Fig. 2). Call this set W. If c < F, it has the flow depicted in the picture. If 
c > C the arrow is reversed. When c = c, W is a set of equilibrium points. 
We shall eventually prove that W is an attractor in A, for each of the 
semiflows H,(t), c E [0, c*]. The main ingredient in this is the stability result 
of Fife and McLeod [6]. Specialising some of their results to the present case 
reads as follows. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Fife and McLeod). If 0 f u(x) < 1 is uniformly 
continuous, x E R, and satisfies 
lim inf u(x) > a 
x--cc 
and lim sup u(x) < a, 
X-+a, 
then there is a constant x0, such that 
!i”, II@, t) - u,(x - Ft + xo))llm = 0, + 
where u,(r) is the one-dimensional travelling wave. Further, the limit is 
uniform over a sup-norm neighbourhood of u, . 
FIG. 2. The set W. 
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This could be described as uniform asymptotic stability of the travelling 
wave. Fife and McLeod actually prove a much stronger result, namely, 
exponential stability, but we shall not use this. 
Before proving that W is an attractor, the local dynamical properties of 
the constant solutions u = 0 and u = 1 must be studied. 
In the topology of A,, a closed neighbourhood of 0, i.e., one with 
nonempty interior containing 0, is a set which depends on a compact set K 
and a positive function g(t;) defined on K. Such a set is then defined as 
(recalling A, c M) 
A neighbourhood of 1 is given similarly 
If K = (a}, then we write U(a, E) and V(a, E), where E = g(u). 
Throughout the proofs of the following lemmas a comparison principle is 
used that is a minor generalization of one used by Aronson and Weinberger. 
Suppose we have k solutions of the inequality 
u*c + CU[ +f(u) 2 0, (3.2) 
say, 4(%., ~~(0, on overlapping closed intervals I, ,..., Zk so that 
R = lJ f=, int(Z,). If the Zi)s are ordered by their inlimum, we can pick Ji c Ii 
of the form .Z,,=(-co,u,], Ji=(ui...,,ui] and Jk=(uk,+a), with JicZi. 
Moreover, this can be done so that, for each i, there is a neighbourhood Vi of 
ui, with VicZinZi+,. Define u(r) = ui(<) for r E Ji. We make the following 
assumptions about the way the uI)s fit together at the end points: 
Cl) ui(t) 2 ui+l(43 for CE Vif7.Zi, 
C2) ui(t) < ui+ l(t) for CE vinJi+,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. In the above notation, if(l) and (2) are satisfied, then 
the solution U(C$ t) of 
is nondecreusing in t and if lim,,,, u(c, t) = v(r) exists, then v(T) is the 
minimal solution of 
V[[ + CV{ + f (v) = 0, 
v(T) > w. 
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Proof: Essentially that of Proposition 2.2 in [Aronson and Weinberger, 
11. 
Note. A similar result holds if max is replaced by min and (3.2) is 
reversed. The conclusion then is that a(<, t) is nonincreasing. This will be 
used and also referred to as Proposition 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. If E < a, for any a, in the c-semiflow on A,, u = 0 is hn 
(A) isolated invariant set, if C > c > 0, 
(B) attractor, vc > E, 
and U(a, E) is an isolating (in case (A)) and attracting (in case (B)) 
neighbourhood. 
Proof: To deal with case (A), define 
c(a, E) = (u E U(a, E): u.,[O, 00) c U(a, E)J, 
where “.c” refers to the action of the c-semiflow. It suffices to show that 
o,(c(a, E)) = {0}, where o, refers to the w-limit set in the c-semiflow. This 
will follow if we can show that, given any neighbourhood U of 0, there is a T 
so that c(a, E)., t c U, for all t >, T. By the maximum principle, it is 
obviously adequate to find a solution to (3.1), so that if v(c) E @(a, E) then 
and a(& t) + 0 in A 1. 
If c < 15, then v(<j E @(a, E) implies that lim,+, v(5) < a. Since 
functions in A are nonincreasing lim,,-, v(r) exists. Suppose 
lim I4-oo v(r) > a, then V(X) would satisfy the requirements of Theorem 3.1, 
SO that v(x) .C t = H,(f) v(x) = v(x + ct, t) tends to U,(X).r t = 
U,(X - Ft + ct + x0), as t -+ co. However, v(a)., < E, while u,(x)., t + 1, since 
c < C; So we need only construct a solution with u(<, 0) > a, if r < a, and 
u(<, 0) 2 .s, if r > a. 
Transforming (3.1) into a system yields 
w’=z, 
z’ = -cz -f(w). 
(3.3) 
If c = 0, the phase portrait is in Fig. 3; for c > 0 it is given by Fig. 3. The 
important fact here is that for any 0 < E < a, the solution with w(0) = E and 
z(0) = 0 must cross the line w = a in the lower half-plane. Let d be the point 
that gives w(d) = a and z(d) < 0. Now define u(r) by 
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FIG. 3. Phase portrait of (3.3), CT> c > 0. 
a if <(a+d, 
40 = w(t - a) if a+d<t<a, 
E if <>a. 
Then u(C) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 and so clearly 
u(& t) --f 0 as t + co, uniformly on compact sets. But also if < < a, u(& 0) = 
u(r) = a and u(& 0) > E if < > a. So a(<, t) performs the desired function. 
Now suppose c > F, for case (B), to show 0 is an attractor we need 
w,(U)= {O). As before, we construct u(r) lso that u(r) E U implies 
v(r) & u(r), and u(& t) + 0 in A r. But by Theorem 3.1, any function in A, 
which satisfies: (i) E < lim u(r) < a and (ii) u(r) = 1 if r < a (of which there 
are obviously many), will have u(<, t) + 0 in A,. Since such a function will 
obviously majorise U, the Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.2. There is a c* > C so that u - 1, in the c-semiflow on A,, is 
an 
(A) attractor of 0 < c < F 
(B) isolated invariant set I~C* > c > C 
FIG. 4. Phase portrait of (3.3), c > C. 
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and if 1 > 6 > a then, for any b, V(b, 6) is an attracting neighbourhood in 
case (A). For each c in case (B), there is a 6 so that V(b, S) is an isolating 
neighbourhood, for any b. 
Proof: The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 3.1. In case (A), a 
function u(T) below everything in V(b, 6) can easily be found, if 6 > a and by 
Theorem 3.1 u(<, t) --) 1 in A,. 
For case (B), by Theorem 3.1, c consists of functions v(l) which satisfy 
u(c) ) a for all <. If c* is not too much bigger than C, the unstable manifold 
of (1,0) intersects the line w = a in the lower half-plane for the system (3.3), 
with F < c < c*. So for each c, E < c < c *, there is a 6 = 6(c) such that if 
(al, m t’ f sa is ies w(0) = 6, z(0) = 0, then there exists d > 0 so that 




u(r) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 and so ~(5, t) --$ 1 in A i. But 
also, if v(r) E c(b, 6), then v(t) < u(5). This completes the proof. 
Remark. The conditions under which Lemma 3.2 gives an isolating 
neighbourhood of u = 1 are a little cumbersome, but the following three 
simple points will help. 
(1) If V(b, S) is an isolating neighbourhood for a given c > C; then it is 
for all c’ which satisfy c > c’ > E. 
(2) If V(b,6) is an isolating neighbourhood for c > F, then so is 
V(b, a’), if 6’ satisfies 1 > 6’ > 6. 
FIGURE 5 
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(3) If the solution to (3.3) with z(0) = 0, w(0) = 6 crosses the line 
w = a in the lower half-plane, then V(b, 6) is an isolating neighbourhood for 
the c-semiflow. 
Before proving that W is an attractor we must consider some slightly more 
exotic neighbourhoods of 0 and 1. For each c E [0, c*], where c* is the same 
as in Lemma 3.2 and E < a sufficiently close to a, the solution of (3.3) with 
w(0) = E and z(0) = 0 must cross the w axis between a and 1 in backward 
time. Let d < 0 be the largest number such that z(d) = 0 and set 6 = w(d). 
Let K, = [a,a - d] and g,(r) = w(< - (a - d)), with domain K,. Suppose 
e - d < a, then we will use the sets U,(K,, g,) and V,(K,, g,) given by 
Figure 6 gives the picture. U,(K,, g,) consists of functions below the right- 
hand curve and V,(K,, g,) of those above the left-hand curve. 
For each c E [0, c*] these sets are isolating neighbourhoods of 0 and 1, 
respectively, as they are contained in sets of the form found in Lemmas 3.1 
and 3.2. Namely, iJ,(K,, g,) c U(u - d, E) and V,(K,, g,) c V(e, 8). The fact 
that w exists implies that 6 is close enough to 1 for V(e, S) to be an isolating 
neighbourhood, by remark (3) after Lemma 3.2. The crucial property of 
these sets is that they give us a positively invariant neighbourhood of W. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any 0 < E < a and any c E (0, c*], if e-d < a, then 
the set 
Uc-W,, go> u Vc(K,, g ) 
is positively invariant in the c-semiJlow. 
FIG. 6. Phase portrait of (3.3), c = 0. 
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Proof. Let u(C) E U,(K,, g,), then we must show that u(& t) E 
U,(K, , g,) U V,(K,, g,) for all positive t. So there are two things to prove: 
(1) If ~(6 r) E U,(K,, g,) but u(& t) 6Z U,(K,, g,) for t > r, but close 
to t, then u({, t) E V,(K,, g,) and (2) the same as (1) with the roles IJ, and 
V, reversed. The proofs of (1) and (2) are, not surprisingly, almost identical, 
so we only prove (1). 
NOW suppose u(<, t) is a solution of (3.1), with u(<, r) E U,.(K,, g,). Since 
g, on K, is a solution of (3.1) itself, then u(<, t) E U,(K,, g,) for all t > 7 
unless, by the maximum principle, u(& t) E U,(K,, g,) for r < t Q r,, and 
u(<, z,,) = g,(r) for r E i?K,, i.e., < = a or < = a - d. Since tl E A, is nonin- 
creasing, if u(a, zo) = g,(a) = 6, we have u(& r,,) E VJK,, g,). 
Suppose u(a - d, 4 = w(0) = E, then the following inequality holds: 
n,,(a - d,7,) + cu,(a - d, 7J +f(u(a - d, to)) < w,(O) +f(w(O)). The last 
terms on each side are equal. Since w,(O) = 0 and ur Q 0, if the inequality 
were not true, we would have 
%I@ - 4 70) > wEa(o). 
But this is impossible, since u(a -d, 7,,) = w(O), uI < 0 and u(& rO) < w(r) 
for < < 0 and close to it. 
The above inequality implies that u,(a - d, 7J < 0 and so this does not 
provide an escape from U,(K,, g,). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
We will show that the set U,U V, of Lemma 3.3 is an attracting 
neighbourhood for W, for each c-semiflow. W is the travelling wave (with 0 
and 1 attached). But for the sake of hygiene, we give a more easily described 
set that is contained in UC U V,. In the definition of UC and V,, 6 = w(d), so 
6 depends on c and setting 6 = 6(c), define 
6= sup{b(c): c E [O, c*]], 
which is clearly less than 1. With b = e - d, if 6 > 8, 
WY ~1 U W, 4 = UcW, 9 g,) U ~c(K,, g,) 
for all c which satisfy 0 < c < c*. Note also that if b is sufficiently smaller 
than a then W c U(a, E) U V(b, 6). We are free to choose E < a, as this is 
free to be chosen in UC and V,. But 6 must satisfy 6 > 8, which depends on 
E. We will see later that it is useful to have no restriction on E, the restriction 
on fj is unimportant. 
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THEOREM 3.2. If c E [0, c*] then W is an attractor in the c-semiflow 
and there exists a S > a so that for any E < a if 
W c U(a, e) U V(b, d), 
then U U V is an attracting neighbourhood for W in each of these semiflows. 
Proo$ Consider o,(UU V) = D,. Since U U V c U, U V, (the depen- 
dencies on K,, a etc. are being suppressed, it is assumed they satisfy the 
requirements in the preamble for the theorem) we have D, c wc(UC U V,) c 
UC U V,, , by Lemma 3.3. 0 E D, and 1 E D,. Suppose a solution u(& t) is in 
D,, then it is defined for all t E IR and u(r, t) E UC U V, for all t. (Recall that 
( = x, - ct.) 
Consider the case c < E, either (A) u(<, t) --f 0 as t --) co or (B) u(<, t) + 1 
as t + 00. If (A) happens we cannot have lim,,-, u(<, t) = 0, unless there 
exists a r such that u(& r) G& UC, i.e., u(& r) E V,, but then 
lim h _ m u(& t) = 1 since V, is an attracting neighbourhood of 1, which 
contradicts (A). So (A) implies that lim,,-, u(& t) = 1, which is impossible. 
SO (A) is impossible and (B) holds. We cannot have lim, ~- o. u(& t) = 1, as 
it is an attractor, so lim, -)- o. u(& t) = 0. 
By analogous arguments, if c > F, we must have lim,+, u(<, t) = 0 and 
lim t+-a u(T, 0 = 1. 
Since the same statements obviously hold for ue(Uc U V,), a consequence 
is that, for c f c; 
W,(UU v) = o,(U, u V,). 
The inclusion from left to right is trivial but if u(& t) E o,(U, u V,) for all t, 
then lim, -)- Q) u(& t) = 0 (if c < E) and since U is a neighbourhood of 0, 
u(<, t) must be in w,(U U v) as well, it is a similar argument for c > C. 
Suppose u(T) E D,, , then clearly v(< + a) will also be in D,, as 
lim I+--m 46 0 = lim, + m v(( + a, t). Also there is a ur.(<) E D,, c UC1 U V,, 
such that 
but then ur(r - (c, - cl) T> E D,, and 
fq9 M- cc* - c> T) = n@* - Cl) T) qT) M - (c, - c,) T) 
= f&,(T) T((c, - c,) T) G-i - (c, - c,) r> 
= qT) Q(C) 
so 
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This implies v(c) E o,,(U,, U V,,). But by the same argument as above 
wCz(UC, U V,,) = oCz(UC, U yCc2) = wc2(UU I’). So v(r) E D,, implies v(5) E 
DC2 if ci # F i = 1,2, call this common set D. We must show that D,= D. 
Let a(<, t) be an orbit in D,, then either a(& t,,) E U,n I’, for a sequence 
t, --) -co, u(<, t) E U for all large negative t or u(& t) E V for all large 
negative t. In the former case, it is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.1 that 
a(& t) would be the travelling wave and so in D. In either of the latter cases 
H,(t) u(<,O) would lie in U or V, respectively, for some c # ? and large 
negative t. This is either impossible or it puts u(& t) in D. 
The proof will be complete if we can show that D = W. We consider D in 
the c-semiflow (for the sake of notation, we shall drop the C in “.i’). 
Define the set s(U), for a given set U, to be the set of u(r) where 
u(< + s) E U. We first show that if u E D, either (1) u E s(U, n V,), for 
some s, or (2) u(r) < .s for all l, or (3) u(r) > 6 for all <. 
Suppose neither (2) nor (3) are true then there is a r so that E < u(r) < 6. 
It must be true that lim,, + m u(r) < E and lim,,- o. u(r) > 6, otherwise some 
translate of u(r) would not lie in UC U V, and this is impossible, as D is tran- 
slation invariant (argued above for D,c # ~5) and D c U,-U V,-. 
It follows hat the set 
is nonempty. Let s = inf G, then s E G as V, is closed. We claim that 
u(c) E s(U,>. If this were not true there would exist a p so that both 
u(r) @p(V?) and u(r) E p(U,) by maximality of s and the fact that U, is 
closed. But this is a contradiction, as we would then have u(< +p) @i 
U,-U V,-, and u(< +p) E D c U,-U V,-. 
So one of the alternatives (1), (2) or (3) above is true of u(r) E D. If either 
(2) or (3) were true, since D is invariant, we would have u(r) E (0, 1 }. So we 
have shown that 
D c {0, 1) u u s(u,-n V,) . 
SGR 
But it follows easily from Theorem 3.1 that wdusER s(U,-f7 V,-)) = W and 
so WAD) = W. Since o+(D) = D, D = W. 
From above D = o,(UU v) for any c E [0, c* ] and this completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Remark. In Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, 0 and 1 are not mentioned for the case 
c = C. This is because they obviously are not isolated in that semiflow, the 
travelling wave is a string of critical points that approaches both of them. 
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4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1 
Armed with the construction of Section 2 and the lemmas of Section 3, we 
are ready to prove the theorems. 
Consider the following three subsets of M x [0, 11: 
Y(u, E) = {(u(x), A): u(a, 0 )..., 0) < E, 1 E [O, 1] }, 
Z(b, 6) = ((u(x), I): u(b, 0 )..., 0) > 6, I E [O, 1]}, 
N= YuZ. 
In the sense of Definition 2.1: Y, Z and N are extensions of u(a, E), V(b, 6) 
and UV V, respectively, where U and V are the sets used in Section 3. 
Under the semiflow S(= H,(t)), it follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that 
a, E, b and 6 can be chosen appropriately so that U is an isolating 
neighbourhood and V is an attracting neighbourhood (relative to A ,). By 
Theorem 3.2, UU V is an attracting neighbourhood. 
By Proposition 2.2, Yn A, is an isolating neighbourhood, Zn A., and 
Nf7 A, are attracting neighbourhoods for ,l sufficiently close to 1. 
As long as 1 < 1, we are already amongst spherically symmetric functions 
and so the above statements about Y, Z and N can be translated into ones 
about functions u: R” --t R which depend only on r. We set 
u&h E) = {u(r) I4~) < E 1. 
V,(b, 4 = {u(r) 1 u(b) > S}. 
If a and b are large enough, Us is an isolating neighbourhood and V, is an 
attracting neighbourhood, as is Us U V, if b - a is sufficiently large. We 
assume that these conditions on a and b are satisfied and analyse the 
invariant sets. 
LEMMA 4.1. I( V&b, 6)) = 1 if 6 is close enough to 1 and b is sufficiently 
large. 
Proof: One can check easily that under these circumstances one of the 
comparison functions in Aronson and Weinberger [2] will be less than every 
element of V,(b, 8). 
Since the semiflow is compact and U, U V, is connected, o(U, U V,) is 
connected and since 0 E Us, I(U,) # 0. The usual argument hen shows that 
w(U, U V,) contains Z(U,), 1 and orbits running from the former to the 
latter. In particular I(U,) is not an attractor. However, we do have the 
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following proposition; recall that A, is just the set of spherically symmetric 
functions which are nonincreasing in r. 
LEMMA 4.2. u 3 0 is an attractor in A,. 
Proof. It is a standard maximum principle argument hat u E 0 is an 
attractor in the sup-norm topology. Take any compact set Kc R”, which 
contains the origin, if functions in A, satisfy an estimate on K, they satisfy it 
everywhere and so a neighbourhood in the compact open topology is 
contained in a sup-norm neighbourhood, which 0 attracts. 
This proposition shows that Z(U,) contains something other than just 
u E 0. However, we can show that the flow on Z(U,), induced by the 
semiflow of the equation, is a gradient flow, and that is there is a functional 
V(U) which is decreasing along orbits except on constant solutions. The 
functional V(U) is the standard energy functional 
V(u)=j (t(oul’+(S)d+ 
F?n 0 
It is a standard computation to show that along orbits 
$ V(u(x, t)) = -I,. u; dx. (4.2) 
(4.1) 
The only reason (4.1) is not used more often is that the integrals are often 
unbounded. However, here we can show that Z(U,) c H’(iT?“) which is in the 
domain of V(U) and so it inherits a gradient flow. 
LEMMA 4.3. Z(U,)c H’(lR”). 
Proo$ We actually show much more, namely, if we define the set 
UT = {u E U, ( u . t E U, for all t < T}, 
then UT . T is contained in some set ZT which is closed and n,,, ZT 
consists of functions that are exponentially decreasing. Since Z(U,) c UT . T 
for all T > 0, elements of Z(U,) are exponentially decreasing and we can then 
estimate the derivatives to prove the proposition. 
We will define a supersolution to the equation ti(r, t) with the following 
properties: 
E(r, 0) Z E, 
lim ii(r, t) < Cewmr 
t-co 
zi(a, t) > E 
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Suppose that these three properties can be satisfied, then the function 
min{a, ti(~, t)} is also a supersolution on the unbounded annulus r > a. If 
u E UT then ~(a, t) < E, for t < T and since U(T, 0) = U(T) < E, for all r 
U(T, 7’) < min{a, S(r, T)}. 
So define Zr as the set of U(T) E A, that satisfy 
v(r) < min{a, ti(r-, T)}. 
From (4.4) &a0 ZT consists of exponentially decreasing functions. 
To define ri(r, t), we use a method of Fife and McLeod’s [6], from their 
Lemma 4.1. Let u(x) be any solution of uXX +f(v) = 0 that is nonconstant, 
but lim,,, o. v(x) = 0, i.e., the body of the fish in Fig. 6, that also satisfies 
u(u) > E. Set 
zi(r, t) = u(r -p(f)) + cek’, 
where c, k and p(t) are to be chosen. If p(t) > 0, for t > 0 and p(t) is 
bounded as t + co, c > E and k < 0, then (4.3)-(4.5) are satisfied. 
We only need show that z.7(~, t) is a supersolution if z.7< a and only on the 
half-line [c, co), where v(c) = a and v’(c) < 0. We compute: 
LU = u; - P,, - + u, -f(C) > ii, - u,, -f(C) 
= -p’u’ + kcekt - u” -f(u + ce”). (4.6) 
Consider two sets separately, u E [0,6] and u E (6, a], where, for constants 
q1 and q2, 
From (4.6) 
f’ < 41 < 0 for uE [0,6], 
u’(r) < 42 < 0 for u E (6, a]. 
If c E [O, 61 
Lzi > -‘u’ + kcek’ - (f(u + ce”‘) -f(u)). 
If@(t)>0 then 
LP > -p’u’ + ekt(kc - q1 c). 
Lzi > cekt(k - ql), 
so pick k < 0 but k > q, , then Lz.2 > 0. If C E [ 6, a] there is a K so that 
Lii > -p/q2 + cekt(k - K). 
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So we can set 
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since k < k and q2 < 0, p’ 2 0, we can then set 
P(l) = 
c(k-K) &/ +z 
kq 
2 
to get LU > 0, for all zi E [0, cz]. Pick z so that p(t) > 0 for t 2 0, clearly 
p(t) -+ 00 and choose c = E. 
From this it follows that Z(U,) consists of exponentially decreasing 
functions and therefore these functions are in L2(iR”). To estimate lVu(x)l for 
U(x)EZ(U,),taken={rlr~R,}andR’=(rIr~R,},withR,>R,.Then 
From (2.8) with D = Qx[O, co) and D’ = Rx[O, co), 
and so 
for any u E Z(iJ,). Since c depends only on R, - R , and I u / is exponentially 
decreasing, it follows that lVul is also, which proves the lemma. 
Theorem 1 now easily follows. Recall the definition of the sets p, U’ and 
V, which are given in the statement of the theorem. 
That Z(U,) inherits the semiflow as a gradient flow means that it consists 
of equilibrium solutions and orbits connecting them. From this it follows that 
if u(r) E Us, u(r, t) approaches an equilibrium solution as t -+ +a~ or it 
leaves Us. In the first case, it is in V or U” and it is not hard to show that 
this limit is uniform in x. In the second it lies in U’, for it must end up in 
Us U I’, and so eventually lies in V, but Z(V,) = 1. Since E can be any 
number less than a this completes the proof fo Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2 
Let H(t) be the semiflow on the space A X [O, c*]. 
In A i x [0, c*] there is a two-dimensional invariant manifold, namely, 
.W x [0, c*], with the flow on it depicted in Fig. 7, where F is the speed of 
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the one-dimensional wave, as usual. This manifold is an attractor in 
A, x [0, c*], by Theorem 3.2, with an attracting neighbourhood given by 
[U(a, E)U q’(b, S)] x [O, c*1, 
where a, E, b, 6 satisfy all the conditions given in Section 2. 
We must consider initial data U(I) E A, that satisfy 
lim U(T) < (r, (4.7) i---1+* 
u(r,t)+ 1 as t+ co, uniformly on compact sets. (4.8) 
The main idea in the proof of Theorem 2 is a shooting argument for the 
semiflow H(t). From knowing the behaviour of lim,++oo H,(t) u for c < C and 
c > I?, we shall make a conclusion about lim,,,, HAt) U. (Notation: we shall 
denote an element of A by the component hat is a function in M, the A-co- 
ordinate is implicit in the symmetry of this function.) 
Let u(r) E A, satisfy (4.7) and (4.8). Recalling c* from Section 3, if c* is 
between 0 and C; set I = [c* , c* ] and E = u x I. 
There is a set N, = (U, U I’,) x I which is an attracting neighbourhood 
for the two-dimensional invariant manifold of Fig. 7. By Proposition 2.3 
there is a ,l < 1 and r > 0 so that ZVA is an attracting neighbourhood. Since 
c* > 0, o(P) c NA by condition (4.7). Consequently w(T(b) E) c 
wx [c*,cX]. 
Let d be a metric on M. Pick any p so that 0 < /I < ~‘(0, 1). The sphere 
S = {u ] d(u, 1) = /I} separates M into two open sets, its interior and exterior. 
D=(Sx [O, 11)x [c,, c*] also separates A x [c*, c*] into two disjoint 
open sets, with 0 in one of them and 1 in the other. If we can show that for 
large t, H(t)(T(b) E) intersects both these sets, then by connectedness it must 
intersect D. 
FIGURE 1 
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We will show that for any fixed b > 0, 
,“,“, KWV) u) = I ; 
if c<p, 
if c>E. 
If (4.9) is true for one particular b, it is true for every b, by translation 
invariance. To prove the second part, with the c-semiflow on A,, 0 is an 
attractor by Lemma 3.1 with U as an attracting neighbourhood. By 
Proposition 2.3, there is a UA which is an attracting neighbourhood for 0. If 
b is large enough T(b) E Ua and so the limiting behaviour follows. 
For the first part, consider the set G = (u(T, t) 1 u(r, 0) = U(T)}. By 
Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 2.3 there is an attracting neighbourhood of 1, 
V*, for the c-semiflow if 0 < c < F. If b is large enough, T(b) G n VA # 0, 
since 1 E cl(T(b) G) by (4.8) and translation invariance. But then 
lim (++ o. H,(t)(T(b) g) = 1 for some g E G. Since g = U(T, t), for some f, the 
first part of (4.9) must hold. 
We now know that for each large t, H(t)(T(b) E) intersects D. Then there 
is a function c(t) such that H,&“(b) u) E D. As t -+ +co , H,&‘(b) u) + 
W x [c*, c*], but D is closed and there is only one point in W that is a 
distance p from 1, so H,,,,(T(b) U) converges to this point, which is not 0 or 
1 and therefore is a travelling wave, call it u i . 
Rewriting this quantity by restricting to the x, axis and letting y(t) = c(t) t, 
we get 
,& 4% + At), t> = u,(x,>* (4.10) 
(4.10) is actually in the compact-open topology but since everything is 
nonincreasing in x1 (if it is > -y(t)), then (4.10) also holds in the sup-norm. 
Letting y(t) = ct + p(t) and p = x1, we have the limiting behaviour claimed 
by Theorem 2. That q(t) = o(t) is an easy consequence of (4.9). 
Remarks. (1) What is most interesting in Theorem 2 is that only 
knowledge of one-dimensional behaviour is used. We prove nothing directly 
about the spherically symmetric solutions, except by perturbation from their 
one-dimensional limiting behaviour. 
(2) It is not hard to see that q(t) + -co as t -+ +co, so the spherical 
wave may lag behind the one-dimensional wave, but does not get ahead. This 
follows from the fact that any solution to the one-dimensional equation is a 
supersolution for the spherically symmetric equation. Such a solution can 
easily be found which majorises U(T) and tends to the travelling wave. 
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